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EDITORIAL
LET TER FROM THE EDITOR

MEET
THE COMMITTEE
Karim haddad - president.
president@akg.org.au
At the moment I’m taking a “creative
sabattical” as I recover from an
accident that injured my left hand.

P

lease excuse the LATENESS OF THIS NEWSLETTER,
BUT DOESN’T IT LOOK FANCY!.

I really like the idea of a newsletter, they’re such a great
snapshot of what whas going on at a particular time. But it
appears that the traditional newsletter is rapidly becoming
a redundant item. In the internet age, Facebook is the king,
but we don’t have control or ownership of those pictures/
discussions. Even old school internet forums are fraught
with issues after photo hosting sites shut down free hosting
of images used in discussions.
I have so much respect for all the members who have
volunteered to be editors of On The Edge. Zac did an
amazing job and made it look much more modern now that
we email most of them out as opposed to print and post.
But sadly Zac stood down from the position at the AGM
last year. The next editor, Matt, struggled out one issue and
handed back the editors green eyeshade too.
Perhaps the newsletter is something that can pass around
to anyone who is keen, and we can all put our spin on it
for an issue or two? The biggest problem has always been
content, content, content. If it weren’t for the AGM and
Melbourne show there wouldn’t be much in this issue.
Perhaps a possible content source could be to copy some of
the internet discussions into the newsletter, that way future
members can see what the great scandal of 2018 was.....

Stuart townsend - vice president.
vicepresident@akg.org.au
Still disappointed that the Tigers didn’t
win another flag this year. Starting to
make some knives for the Queensland
show in February.
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On the cover

Main Gauche Dagger
by Doug Timbs
Melbourne Show Art Knife
award entry.
Overall Length - 465mm
Blade Length - 315mm
San Mai billet by Zoe Christ
All Fittings 316 Stainless
Twisted stainless wire handle
Heat Treat by Shawn McIntyre

Keep Grinding, Christian
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Presidents
points
It’s hard to deny that custom knifemaking is experiencing a huge resurgence. From TV shows reaching
a wider audience, to Youtube tutorials, Social medial stars, forums, meetups, knife shows. We have
easy access to both high quality tools and supplies from either local or overseas at a click of a button.
There are more ways to buy and sell knives – online auctions, social media, shows, websites and
forums. If someone is keen to learn, its not hard to find out.

So if it’s so easy why do we need a Guild?
When the guild was formed, knowledge wasn’t that easy to
come by – no internet, no access to local suppliers, secrets
heavily guarded. Knifemaking was a solitary pursuit. So why
did the founders decide that coming together was a good
thing? Maybe it was to get out of the shed and meet others
and share ideas. I think the human contact was a driving thing.
Australia is a big place, with not many people and a lot of dirt
between. Knowing that there were others who got what we
we’re talking about, who had walked down this path before,
made mistakes we could learn from was important.
We try and meet up at shows, but there are too many
distractions – customers, suppliers, time to set up, packup,
too much and not enough time.
This connection and sharing was behind the idea of a
“hammer/grind in”. To come together, share ideas, get honest
feedback, learn new tricks from each other, to make together.
It aims to be hands on, because that what our passion is about
– creating stuff (pointy sharp stuff!). A chance to practice and
try new things.
I would eventually like to see like this in each state, maybe
it’s something to aim for. The connection between people is
what makes the guild special. And this is something we need
to work on, not take for granted.
I encourage you if you can to come along, bring things to
share and an open mind to learn, and meet some of the
extraordinary people from all over that make up our guild.

Karim.

ON THE EDGE

“I encourage you if
you can to come
along , bring
things to share
and an open
mind to learn and
meet some of
the extraordinary
people from all
over that make up
our Guild. “
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SECRETARY’S
report
It’s been a while since we last
got an email/newsletter out
to the membership, I have
to apologise for the lack of
communication. It’s been a
big 6 months in Australian
Knifemaking.
First off- the 25th Melbourne Knife Show went really
well, big thanks to the show team. I’ve prepared a
report on it below, there are always improvements
to be made so here’s hoping that next year will be
even better. To all makers, please consider having
a table at the next show. This is YOUR Guild show
and it is the only show in the country that is 100%
custom knives. It’s a great chance to connect and
compare with other Guild members and there’s
a good chance that you leave with more money
in your pocket than when you arrived (if you can
resist the lure of the Gameco table). The venue is
great, the show keeps on getting bigger, come and
join in.
The AGM on Saturday night went well (AGM
minutes and financial statement are attached
below). The Guild keeps growing; we welcome 5
new Full Voting Members, Jackson Rumble, Chadd
Smith, Warrick Edmonds, Lee Barker and Jeremy
Wheaton. Adam Fromholtz has taken over the
NSW rep position from Kev Slattery – we thank
Kev for his hard work as NSW rep. Corin Urquhart is
our new Treasurer and Karim Hadad was reelected
as President. The big occasion for the AGM was the
approval of Life Membership for Peter Del Raso,
Peter Bald and Doug Timbs. This is in recognition
of their long-term efforts as State reps, committee
members and also for the very high standard of
work that they continue to produce. They join our
other Life Members who were with the Guild when
it all started in 1984; Wally Bidgood, Myron Husiak,
Kurt Simmonds and Joe Zemetis.
ON THE EDGE

On my bench
As a rule, I don’t do orders, they
stress me out. But I’ve started
making traditional styled Japanese
arrowheads from my own interest
in archery and I received a request
for 2 arrowheads from an archer
in the Netherlands who’s making
arrows for a Kyudo Dojo in Germany.
Seemed like a good international
collaboration.

At the AGM I introduced the new certificate for Full
members and Life members. I feel that attaining
Full Membership is an achievement to be proud of
and I wanted to make something that you could
take “straight to the pool room”. After the AGM
I posted these out to all Full and Life members
who were not present at the show. If you haven’t
received one, then please email or call me and I’ll
get it to you.

I’ve also been making a new Front
flipper folding knife design with
a new locking mechanism (for
me) that gives maximum area for
embelishment, for my other new
interest - Scrimshaw and Bulino.

The Sydney knife show was on again in August and
we were fortunate enough to have Shawn McIntyre
represent us at the Guild table, many thanks to him.
The Guild really needs to be a presence at this show
if we wish to be taken seriously in the Australian
knife community, it is undisputedly THE knife
event of the year. Congratulations to the Knife Art
Association for producing another amazing show.
I’m excited to announce that we will be holding a
hands-on skills development session (Hammer-In)
at Cuppacumbalong Homestead in Tharwa on the
2 days preceding the Canberra show. It’s open to all
members of the Guild. Probationary members are
particularly encouraged to attend, as the content
will be geared towards improving skills required
to pass the Full Member Assessment. The bulk of
the instruction will be by the State Representatives
and our Guild Mascot, Shawn McIntyre. You should
have all received an email regarding this 2 weeks
ago. At present there are still spots free, so if you’re
interested it’ll be a fantastic opportunity to have
some of Australia’s best makers look at your work
and give you specific, hands-on help with how to
improve. As far as I’m concerned, this is what the
Guild is about – Making connections with other
makers receiving honest peer reviews followed by
mentoring and a sharing of information.
Finally, I’d like to say a little something about
Facebook. In addition to our public Australian
Knifemakers Guild page (5145 followers) and the
AKG Melbourne Knife Show page (1328 followers),
we also have a private, hidden Guild group on
Facebook that’s for paid-up members of the Guild
only. I’ve tried to invite everyone, but if you’re
on Facebook and not in the group, please email

me with the details of the email
that you use to log into Facebook
with. It’s a very open, convenient
and rapid way to communicate
with each other regarding Guild
matters or even just to chat and
show what you’re making at the
moment. I predict that Facebook (or
it’s future equivalent) will eventually
replace traditional forms of Guild
communication like the newsletter.
HOWEVER– DO NOT MESSAGE
ME WITH GUILD BUSINESS ON
FACEBOOK. Please send an email
to secretary@akg.org.au or call
me on 040 888 2468. I check the
Guild email regularly and Facebook
rarely. Plus I can’t keep track of or
hand-over Facebook messages to
the StateReps or other committee
members. In future I will ask you to
email me if you message me with
anything important on Facebook.

My next project after the Hammer-In
is to get a new website up and
running. I tried to write it myself,
first with web editors like Wix but I
didn’t like any of the templates, so
then I tried to write the code but
that didn’t work either. I think in the
end I’ll write the copy and hand it off
to someone with the skills to write
it. I have some cool ideas for it but
if you would like some input please
send me an email.
Thanks everyone, stay well and
remember if you change address/
phone/email be sure to tell me.
It’s almost time for membership
renewals, I hope to have some sort
of new Guild Web Page to facilitate
that…. So much to do, I wish I had
time to make knives…
Keep Grinding,
Christian Mathieson

OCTOBER 2018
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Social media:
content needed
As knifemakers we spend a tremendous
amount of time making sure the products we
make are as close to perfect as we possibly
can. All too often, little or no time is invested
into good quality marketing .
Why is marketing important? You make knives for
fun, not for profit maybe? You don’t need more
work? Marketing does a number of things that will
not only support you but the greater industry and
you along with it.
With proper marketing you can increase the
demand for your products, if you do not want to
make more this will increase the price you are able
to charge. I won’t say making more profit because
we all know the reality of custom knife making is
that if you are recouping all of your expenses and
making a proper wage for your time, you are in a
very small minority.
At the last guild AGM I volunteered for the new
position of social media organizer. Here we are 5
months later and I can only agree I have not done
a whole lot, and with the guild show not all that
far off, we need to start working together to make
some changes.
In my short time with the guild I have heard it said
many times, “what does the guild offer me?”. I think
the guild has a tremendous amount to offer its
members, but at this time let’s think about your
social media marketing.

members work

The guild has an Instagram page with over 800
followers.
The guild has a Facebook page with nearly 5000
followers
The guild has a Show Facebook page with nearly
1300 followers.
These numbers are not huge but they are made up
of people who want to look at and probably buy
knives so it is well worth your time and energy to
put your products up on these pages. It’s a pretty
simple process, all you need to do is send me some
content, or a link to some content and I will create
the post. A few pictures are enough or I can share
a post off your page, just send me a link.

Ardani Sarjito

Adam Fromholtz

Barnaby Lund

cu@gameco.com.au
0415 245 405
The beauty of social media is that the more content
we generate the more people will see and follow
our pages. It’s a win for everyone!
I do not have time to troll social media and pull
stuff off your pages, but I will help anyone that is
willing to help themselves. Also we have a team of
people monitoring our social media pages. If you
like social media and love the challenge of social
media marketing, please put up your hand to be
involved!

Mert Tansu

Shawn McIntyre

Mark Sinclair

Nick Tanner

Tobi Bockholt

Scott Broad

Corin Urquhart

• The guild Instagram page has over 800 followers.
• The guild Facebook page has nearly 5000 followers
• The melbourne Show Facebook page has nearly 1300 followers
ON THE EDGE
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2018 Melbourne
show report

Andrew Frankland (right)
with one of his Kitchen
Knives and Mert Tansu’s Best
Kitchen Knife Winner (below)

The 25th Annual Guild show was held once again in the start of May at the
Best Western Convention Centre in Melbourne’s northern suburb of Attwood.

29 Tables were set up in the room, we had made the
decision last year to book the entire facility and remove
all the partitioning to allow loads of natural light to
stream into the space and it was glorious/terrifying
as nothing shows up problems with fit and finish like
natural light. Having the whole space allowed us to
line one side of the space with suppliers and the other
side and center aisle with makers. Gameco took up
their traditional position along the whole back wall.
It was great to see the usual suspects like Shawn
McIntyre, Stewart Townsend, Mal Hannan, Adam
Parker, “the Canberra Crew” and Peter Del Raso along
with some new faces like Tim Ford, Adam Grosskopf
and Mert Tansu. There were a few regulars who were
sorely missed, Wally Bidgood, Bruce Barnett and Peter
Bald among them.
The show judging was better contested than it has been
in the last few years with a few new players joining in
on the fun. The new Kitchen Knife category attracted
the most entiries and two spectacular entries for Best
Art knife saw Peter Del Raso’s immaculately executed
persian dagger edge out Doug Timbs’ fantastically
detailled Main Gauche Dagger featured on the cover
of this issue. Typically, Peter was unstoppable and
won every category he entered.
•

Best Art Knife : Peter Del Raso

•

Best Utility: Peter Del Raso

•

Best Hunter: Peter Del Raso

•

Best Small Game: Peter Del Raso

•

Best Forged : Jackson Rumble

•

Best Folder: Jackson Rumble

•

Best Kitchen: Mert Tansu

ON THE EDGE

As the judging was wrapping up, a line was forming
up with associate members taking advantage of
their free early entry opportunity. If you were a
keen collector and not seizing this opportunity,
you’d be well dissapointed as some choice pieces
were snapped up in the first few minutes. While
this was going on, a (smaller) queue formed for the
general entry crowd. Overall it was an enjoyable
day and Saturday saw 370 paying patrons through
the door before it was time to wind it up on sales
and start the Annual General Meeting.
The AGM went well with all the usual business
and appointments, the highlight of the meeting
was the promotion of Peter Bald, Peter Del Raso
and Doug Timbs to Life Members of the Guild for
their high standard of knifemaking and long-term
commitment and service to the Guild as members
of the committee and as State Representatives.
Sunday was it’s traditional “Friends and Families
Day” with a leisurely 199 visitors through the door
before it all ended for another year.

Peter Del Raso’s winning knives - Best
Hunting (top), Best Small Game (middle), Best Art Knife (bottom)

Overall 569 Visitors came in during the weekend
and 143 knives walked out the door with them, an
enviable ratio of visits/sales with approximately
1 in 4 visitors buying a knife. Many thanks to the
Show Committee and the volunteers at the entry
for another big success and of course thanks to all
the table holders and visitors.

Zac Cheong (above left) with his Titanium War Hammer and
Jackson Rumble (above right) with his Best Forged winning entry

A big thanks goes to Mike Masion who for many,
many years has been “the man” organizing the
show and was the main instigator of moving from
the Ibis with it’s awful lighting to the Best Western.
After wrapping up the 2018 show, Mike stood
down from his role on the show committee. We
know Mike will still be there, but this time he’ll be
manning his “Australian Knife” magazine table.
Christian Mathieson

Family Member Tim Ford,
with his dad, Andrew in the
background

One of the few folders at the show, A Shawn
McIntyre jigged bone Slip Joint Folder
OCTOBER 2018
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2018 sydney show
This August I had the pleasure of attending the
Sydney Knife Show as a representative of the Guild.
On behalf of the Guild and myself, I would like to
thank the KAA for their hospitality in providing the
Guild a table and lunch for me, a succulent boxed
lunch. This was a very enjoyable weekend as it was
only the second time in 28 years as a maker that
I’ve attended a show and not had to look after a
table full of my knives. It was terrific fun to take a
break and have a good chance to look around the
whole show several times. It was also a chance to
connect with many Sydney/ NSW makers who I
don’t often get to see in person.
The Sydney Show is far and away the biggest show
Australia has ever had and very different from
the Guild Show with what looked to be an equal
mix of custom knives, production knives, tools,
and culinary equipment. Also a truly impressive
display of knife making equipment and materials
from Artisan Supplies/ Gameco, and many smaller
suppliers. It is a beautifully run event and well
worth attending no matter which side of the table
you’re standing on.
From a Guild perspective it was an invaluable
opportunity to promote the 2019 show, sell raffle
tickets, and chat to potential new members as well
as connect with existing members I don’t often see.
I spoke to at least half a dozen new makers that
were interested in joining. In many cases they may
have had a knife with them or at the least some
pictures on their phones for me to look at. We
could go through the guild requirements together
and clarify anything that they didn’t understand.
Raffle ticket sales were brisk and a big thanks to
Victoria, the kind young lady at the next table who
was happy to keep selling tickets if I was away for
a bit. All in all it was very positive exposure for
the Guild.

ON THE EDGE

I’d like to share a few opinions on attending knife
shows. I know many new makers (and some old
ones...) don’t always see the point in attending
shows. With personal websites, forums, and social
media there isn’t always a need to go to a physical
venue. However, I would suggest that all members
try to attend at least one show per year as a
participant. There are few things that will improve
your knifemaking like standing behind your work
for two days and watching the public react to it.
(Or not react at all...that’s a wake up call) You get
a chance to discuss things with fellow makers over
the entire weekend and look at other makers work
up close and personal over an extended period.
This gives you a chance to see things and discuss
things in a way that just doesn’t happen over social
media. And finally, customers get the chance to
handle your work in person. Many collectors may
be uncomfortable buying work without handling
it first. I, for one, would be.
We all know Australia is a big place but in 2019
there will be shows in Perth, Brisbane, Melbourne,
Sydney, Adelaide, Canberra, and some smaller
local venues. Being a participant in one of these
shows will help you grow as a maker and it will
help the people who are going through the effort
(considerable) and risk (also considerable) of
putting them on for your benefit. When you weigh
it up, I think the benefits of attending are greater
than the expense. Now get out into the shed and
make something.

UPCOMING EVENTS
3-4 NOV		
ADELAIDE KNIFE SHOW
				AKARBA HOTEL, FULLARTON
31 NOV-1 DEC		GUILD HAMMER-IN 									
				CUPPACUMBALONG HOMESTEAD, THARWA
2 DEC			CANBERRA KNIFE SHOW								
				CUPPACUMBALONG HOMESTEAD, THARWA
2-3 FEB			PERTH KNIFE SHOW									
				EAST WORKSHOP, FREEMANTLE PRISON
16-17 FEB		QUEENSLAND KNIFE SHOW								
				IPSWICH CIVIC CENTRE AUDITORIUM
9-10 MAR		LOST TRADES FAIR (VIC)								
				KYNETON RACE COURSE
5-6 MAY		MELBOURNE KNIFE SHOW								
				BAST WESTERN CONVENTION CENTRE, ATTWOOD

Cheers,
Shawn

OCTOBER 2018

Discussion was had regarding the probationary standards
document. D Timbs requested changes to the preamble to
highlight the requirement for different construction methods in
the full member test.
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Minutes of the
2018 Guild Annual
general meeting

Committee Reports –
President’s Report –

Secretary Report –

Present –

Apologies –

Last Years Minutes –

4:45pm

K Haddad (President), S Townsend (Vice President), C
Mathieson (Secretary), B Beamish, T Bockholt, A Bonavia, Z
Cheong, P Cocks, P Del Raso, A Frankland, A Fromholtz, A
Grosskopf, L Haddad, J Johnson, M Masion, S McIntyre, A
Parker, T Parker, S Reynolds, J Rumble, N Sharp, K Slattery,
M Tansu, D Timbs, C Urquhart, S Weis.

P Bald, B Barnett, W Barrett, M Blackie, W Bidgood,
M Petersen, R Herbert

Treasurer Report –

Matters Arising from the 2017 Minutes–

Committee Reports –
President’s Report –

ON THE EDGE

President Haddad spoke on the challenge of providing a
service to the Guild members, he thanked everyone involved
with the day to day running of the Guild, the state reps, the
show committee and for C Urquhart’s efforts promoting the
show on Facebook. He also spoke on the new knife shows
planned nationwide and expressed concern about the ability of

Membership numbers at 31 Dec 2017
4 Life Members
63 Full Members
62 Probationary Members
2 Family Members
37 Associate Members
2 Honorary Members
1 Overseas Member
Secretary Mathieson spoke about ongoing issues with the
Guild PayPal account, taking on the Public Officer Role and
fixing some incorrect historical data with Consumer Affairs
Victoria. He also spoke of the new website under construction
and about representing the Guild at the 2017 Sydney Show.

Minutes of the 2017 AGM were read by the Secretary and
presented as a true and accurate record.
(Moved for acceptance: S McIntyre, Seconded: P Del Raso).

Discussion was had regarding the probationary standards
document. D Timbs requested changes to the preamble to
highlight the requirement for different construction methods in
the full member test.

President Haddad spoke on the challenge of providing a
service to the Guild members, he thanked everyone involved
with the day to day running of the Guild, the state reps, the
show committee and for C Urquhart’s efforts promoting the
show on Facebook. He also spoke on the new knife shows
planned nationwide and expressed concern about the ability of
makers to make enough knives to support the shows and how
customer interest has risen at a greater rate than new makers
and perhaps how our new probationary assessment system is
slowing the process. He also reminded members of the
importance for Guild members to be available to help other
Guild members and assist making things happen.

Minutes of the Australian Knifemakers Guild AGM
Best Western Airport Motel and Convention Centre. Attwood, Victoria
May 5th 2018.
Meeting Opened at:
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Documents supporting the report to be circulated as a “true
and fair” view of the Guild’s financial position as required by
Consumer Affairs Victoria.
Profit and Loss:
Jan 1 2017- Dec 31 2017
Total Income
$20,541.50
Total Expenses
$13,430.23
Net Earnings
$ 7,111.27
Bank Balance as at 31 Dec 2017 - $33,928.19

Election of Office Bearers –
As per Section 6.12 of the Guild Constitution the offices of President and Treasurer are
deemed Vacant. The NSW state representative position has also become vacant.
President

C Urquhart (Nominated by: K Slattery, Seconded: S Reynolds)
K Haddad (Nominated by: A Fromholtz, Seconded: S McIntyre)
K Haddad Elected (7:6)

Election of Treasurer

C Urquhart (Nominated by: S McIntyre, Seconded: T Parker)
OCTOBER 2018
C Urquhart elected unopposed

Total Expenses
Net Earnings
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$13,430.23
$ 7,111.27

A G M M I N U TBank
E S Balance as at 31 Dec 2017 - $33,928.19

Election of Office Bearers –
As per Section 6.12 of the Guild Constitution the offices of President and Treasurer are
deemed Vacant. The NSW state representative position has also become vacant.
President

C Urquhart (Nominated by: K Slattery, Seconded: S Reynolds)
K Haddad (Nominated by: A Fromholtz, Seconded: S McIntyre)
K Haddad Elected (7:6)

Election of Treasurer

C Urquhart (Nominated by: S McIntyre, Seconded: T Parker)
C Urquhart elected unopposed

NSW State Representative

A Fromholtz (Nominated by: S McIntyre, Seconded: A Parker)
A Fromholtz elected unopposed

General Business –
Approval of Life Membership for the following members:
Peter Del Raso

(Nominated by: K Haddad, Seconded: C Urquhart)
Approved – Unanimous.

Peter Bald

(Nominated by: K Haddad, Seconded: C Urquhart)
Approved – Unanimous.

Doug Timbs

(Nominated by: K Haddad, Seconded: C Urquhart)
Approved – Unanimous.

Approved – Unanimous
Appointment of Newsletter Editor:
Z. Cheong
(Nominated by: P Del Raso, Seconded: T Parker)
Approved - Unanimous
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Appointment of Social Media Officer:
C Urquhart
(Nominated by: M Masion, Seconded: S McIntyre)
Approved - Unanimous
Melbourne Show Committee 2019:
P Del Raso, M Masion, Z Cheong
2019 Show dates confirmed as Sat May 4th and Sun May 5th (AGM on 6th)
4
Vale Darren Hay –

P Del Raso and C Urquhart spoke of the passing of Probationary
member, Darren Hay.

Possible Guild Hammer In –
President Haddad spoke about the intention to hold a perpetual Guild
Hammer-in for skills development of the Probationary Members, to be
held initially at Cuppacumbalong (ACT) Possibly in early December.
With a focus on Hands-On teaching from the state reps and senior
members.
Steve Filicietti Rejoining the Guild –
(Nominated by: D Timbs, Seconded: C Mathieson)
Approved – Unanimous

Meeting closed at :

6:45pm

Approval of Full Membership for the following members:
Jackson Rumble
Chadd Smith
Warrick Edmonds
Lee Barker
Jeremy Wheaton

(Recommended by Kevin Slattery, Approved – Unanimous)
(Recommended by Kevin Slattery, Approved – 12:1)
(Recommended by Peter Bald, Approved – Unanimous)
(Recommended by Peter Bald, Approved – Unanimous)
(Recommended by Bruce Barnett, Approved – Unanimous)

Approval of Honorary membership for:
Mike Masion
Fred Rowley

(Nominated by: P Del Raso, Seconded: Z Cheong)
Approved - Unanimous
(Nominated by: P Del Raso, Seconded: S McIntyre)
Approved – Unanimous

Appointment of Newsletter Editor:
Z. Cheong
(Nominated by: P Del Raso, Seconded: T Parker)
Approved - Unanimous
Appointment of Social Media Officer:
C Urquhart
(Nominated by: M Masion, Seconded: S McIntyre)
Approved - Unanimous
Melbourne Show Committee 2019:
P Del Raso, M Masion, Z Cheong

ON THE EDGE
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Financial report
The following report was circulated at the 2018 AGM and has
been submitted to consumer affairs victoria as a “true and fair”
record of the guild’s financial position for the 2017 financial
year (Jan 1 2017-dec 31 Australian
2017).
Knifemakers Guild Inc
PROFIT AND LOSS

Sales by Product/Service Summary
January - December 2017

Total
Quantity

Amount

% of Sales

Avg Price

2017 Insurance (up to $100K) (deleted)
2017 Insurance (up to $20K) (deleted)

1.00
58.00

200.00
2,900.00

1.37367%
19.91827%

200.00
50.00

2017 Insurance (up to $50K) (deleted)

5.00

100.00

Insurance

3.43418%
24.72612%

1,200.00
4,050.00

8.24204%
27.81689%

40.00
50.00

1.00

40.00

0.27473%

40.00

23.00

690.00

4.73917%

30.00

5,980.00

41.07284%

1,125.00
3,410.00
450.00

7.72691%
23.42113%
3.09077%

4,985.00
-5.50

34.23881%
-0.03778%

A$14,559.50

100.00%

Membership
2017 Associate Membership (deleted)
2017 Knifemaker Membership (deleted)
2017 Overseas Membership (deleted)

January - December 2017

500.00
3,600.00

Total Insurance

Probationary Member Assessment

30.00
81.00

Total Membership
TOTAL

Income
Discounts given

-15.50

Sales

639.23

Sales - Insurance

3,918.72

Sales - Membership

5,612.05

Sales - Show

10,387.00

Unapplied Cash Payment Income

0.00

Total Income

A$20,541.50

GROSS PROFIT

A$20,541.50

Expenses
Advertising expenses

600.00

Guild Show Expense

7,892.80

Insurance expenses

4,556.75

PayPal Fees

30.68

Uncategorised Expense

350.00

Total Expenses

A$13,430.23

NET EARNINGS

A$7,111.27

Australian Knifemakers Guild Inc

Show
2017 Melbourne Show Lunch (deleted)
2017 Melbourne Show Table (deleted)
2017 Melbourne Show Table - Non Member (deleted)
Total Show
Not Specified
TOTAL

75.00
31.00
3.00

15.00
110.00
150.00

Expenses by Supplier Summary
January - December 2017

Total
Best Western Airport Motel & Convention Centre
Civic Insurance Brokers

4,180.00
4,556.75

Lega Recognition Solutions
PayPal

3,033.80
30.68

TOTAL

A$11,801.23

BALANCE SHEET
As of December 31, 2017

TOTAL

Assets
Current Assets
Commonwealth

31,452.09

Paypal
Total Current Assets
Total Assets

2,476.10
A$33,928.19
A$33,928.19

Cash Basis Monday, 22 October 2018 12:25 PM GMT+11

Liabilities and shareholder's equity
Shareholders' equity:
Net Income

15,830.74

Retained Earnings

10,986.18

Total shareholders' equity
Total liabilities and equity

ON THE EDGE

7,111.27

Opening Balance Equity

Guild members please note:
Insurance sales ($3918.72) appears to be less than the insurance expense ($4556.75), however the
P&L only shows sales made from Jan 1 2017. I had begun renewing 2017 memberships in Nov 2016.
Overall we made $5300 from 2017 insurance sales. Total membership sales is under represented
for the same reason.
The Lega Recognition Solutions expense for $3033.80 is for 100 Medalions that are used as awards
in the Melbourne Show, and will supply more than 10 years of shows with awards, so the Guild Show
1/1 Expense line in the P&L is overrepresented when considering how much profit was made from the
2017 Guild Show.
Also I did not submit any Secretarial expenses for reimbursement in 2017 even though there were
some (Postage, Printing, Stationary), so these will be overrepresented in the 2018 P&L.

A$33,928.19
A$33,928.19

Australian Knifemakers Guild Inc
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MEMBER LIST
LIFE MEMBERS
Peter Bald
Wally Bidgood
Peter Del Raso
Myron Husiak
Kurt Simmonds
Doug Timbs
Joe Zemitis
HONORARY MEMBERS
Mike Masion
Fred Rowley
FAMILY MEMBERS
Timothy Ford
Leila Haddad
OVERSEAS MEMBERS
Andrew Jordan
John Worthington
ASSOCIATE MEMBERS
Chris Alexandrou
Chris Avent
David Baring
Bruce Beamish
Col Berry
Douglas Braidwood
Eli Brown
Tyrone Cain
Dara Carey
Richard Cooper
Stephen Cooper
Alan Cowley
Alan Dell
David Dunn
Marcus Eglinton
James Gladstone
Dean Jard
Brenton Klemm
Glen Knight
Con Kyriazis
Paul Lane
Dean Lewis
Jeremy Liddelow
Gavin Palmer
Simon Reynolds
Matthew Rowland
Luke Scheepers
Matthew Smith
Tristan Smith
Will Swinson
Nick Tanner
Edgar Thompson
Victor Volant
Rodney Walker
Luke Wallace
Michelle White
Stephen Wilson
James Craig
Rob Wakelin
Greg Alexander
Marcello Pedini
Peter Byron
Helen Cowley
Rodger Lathwell
Dale Bolland
Aaron Mellor
Ben Hourigan
Rob Schepis

ON THE EDGE

FULL MEMBERS
Paul-Emmanuel Arestan
Lee Barker
Bruce Barnett
Wayne Barrett
Alistair Bastian
Matthew Blackie
Andrew Blomfield
Scott Broad
David Brodziak
Matt Brook
Zac Cheong
Jim Deering
Rian Doudle
Warrick Edmonds
Anthony Eglinton
Steve Fulham
Andrew Frankland
Adam Fromholtz
Thomas Gerner
Branko Giljevic
Stephen Gregory-Jones
Karim Haddad
Iain Hamilton
Mal Hannan
Rod Harris
Glenn Henke
Robert Herbert
Peter Kenney
Joe Kiss
Robert Klitscher
Fabian Kreilaus
Darwin Luhur
Craig Maher
Christian Mathieson
Shawn McIntyre
Matthew McVicar
Ray Mende
Garrie Mitton
Richard Moase
Will Morrison
Garry Odgers
Terri Parker
Adam Parker
Jeff Reginald Peck
Mike Petersen
Alistair Phillips
Scott Reynolds
Nathan Roennfeldt
Ian Ronald
Wayne Saunders
Brett Selley
Gary Siemer
Mark Sinclair
Kevin Slattery
Chadd Smith
Jim Steele
Ian Stewart
Geoffrey Tapp
Garry Thom
Stewart Townsend
Corin Urquhart
Hardy Wangermann
Jason Weightman
Jeremy Wheaton

PROBATIONARY MEMBERS
Dominic Binkert
Tobias Bockholt
Todd Bolden
Andrew Bonavia
Warren Bristow-Baohm
Gerald Butler
John Cannone
Peter Cocks
Leo Damasco
Joshua Day
Matt Dechamps
Andrew Earl
Tony Earwaker
Nols Ebersohn
Todd Edmonds
John Fluerty
Dennis Gardner
Jacob Grace
Adam Grosskopf
Jason Gwillam
Troy Hageman
Dean Hamilton
Peter Harvey
Ian Hayes
Jason Heineman
Bjorn Jacobsen
James Johnson
Dylan Jones
Jay Jones
Jason Jonker
Barry Kennedy
Rob Lambert
Barnaby Lund
Vladislav Maksoutov
Paul Marshall
Mick Marshall
Francois Mazieres
Pierre Mefflin
Rodney Miles
Stephen Mumberson
James Nadler
James Oatley
Shane Partridge
Samantha Passey
Ferenc Petho
Jake Rhodes
Kevin Room
Jackson Rumble
Danny Sarjito
Michael Schlatter
Lachlan Scowcroft
Chris Selleck
Neville Sharp
Glenn Simpson
Grant Staunton
Connor Stevens
Jake Summerell
Mert Tansu
Sam Towns
Brook Turner
Navarr Van Dyk
Michael Vecchio-Ruggeri
Steve Verdon
Ben Walker-Cutts
Steve Weis
Brad White
Danial Wilson
Ian Younger

